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ABSTRACT  
 
Nowadays several BIM-programs exist. Each of them includes a variety of use-
ful features. The department of Civil Engineering of Oulu University of Applied 
Science set a task to clarify the Heating and Cooling Loads-tool of the Autodesk 
Revit MEP program. 
The objective of this thesis is to figure out and analyze the mechanism and 
principles of heat load calculations in the Revit MEP program. The particular 
target was to explore a build into the program tool, to see the accuracy of it and 
its value for design or architectural work.  
There was made a complete analysis based on the example model created in 
Revit MEP. The results were compared with the manual calculation. The tool 
presents different valuable data, though to get the complete picture about heat-
ing loss a user would need to search for some additional program. In conclusion 
it can be stated that the tool is useful and can be developed in different direc-
tions.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Humans use energy to enhance life in important ways. Yet commonly used en-
ergy sources like coal, oil and gas are finite in supply and release greenhouse 
gases. To continue to improve quality of life while maintaining the planet’s ability 
to support us, we need to both move towards renewable energy and design for 
energy efficiency. 
Energy efficiency is only part of the story. Being energy effective means both 
designing for efficiency and choosing the right technologies and energy 
sources.  For example, the Carnot cycle dictates that the most efficient internal 
combustion engines will only be 40% efficient with today's materials. Also, the 
most use fossil fuels. Instead, it is more effective to use an electric motor with 
energy sources generated from the sun and wind. 
Engineers and designers have a big role to play. By understanding energy, how 
it is converted to useful forms, and where it is lost, engineers and designers can 
rethink the way we make things and use energy more wisely.      
Whenever energy is converted, some useful energy is lost. Energy is also lost if 
designers aren’t careful about using it efficiently. Today’s engineers and de-
signers have an incredible opportunity to help the society the use energy more 
effectively. 
You can minimize common forms of energy loss like mechanical friction, fluid 
drag, and unwanted heat transfer, by doing things like improving the layout and 
insulation or designing lighter vehicles that are more aerodynamic and have 
lower rolling resistance. (Autodesk, Education Comunity) 
The main aim of the thesis is to understand and to analyze Autodesk Revit MEP 
“heating and cooling loads” (HCL)-instrument and to find out the area of its us-
age. Autodesk is one of the leading manufacturers of architectural design soft-
ware. Revit software is Building Information Modeling (BIM) software that helps 
to explore early design concepts and forms. The essential building information 
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modeling (BIM) data that Autodesk Revit Architecture software can be used to 
support sustainable design, clash detection, construction planning, and fabrica-
tion. Revit MEP-software provides mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) 
engineers with the tools to design even the most complex building sys-
tems.  Nowadays more and more companies are choosing Revit software for 
their business as it is a complex of different designing tools that allowed making 
a whole project from the architectural stage up to the working drawings. The 
HCL instrument could provide with the essential information on all of the stages 
of a project.  
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2 TOTAL HEAT LOSS CALCULATIONS 
The term “heat loss” commonly refers to the heat transfer of an object to its am-
bient environment. This means that the object in question (a wall, for example) 
is at a temperature above the ambient temperature. Mathematically, the formula 
for calculating the heat loss of a system through conduction is formula 1: 
Qtot = ∑Htot (Tin - Tout) ∆t /1000                                                                         (1) 
The characteristic of the total heat loss Htot is calculated with the help of formula 
2:  
Htot=∑(Uoutside wall Aoutside wall) + ∑(Uroof Aroof) + ∑(Uground floor Aground floor) + ∑(Uwindow 
Awindow) + ∑(Udoor Adoor)                                                                                     (2)     
In this formulars: 
Qtot – is the total heat loss of the building, kWh 
Htot – is characteristic of the total heat loss, W/K 
U – is thermal transmittances, W/(m2K) 
A – is the  building surface area 
Tin – is the temperature inside, 0C 
Tout – is the temperature outside, 0C 
∆t – is the length of period, h 
1000 – is the factor that brings the answer to kWh 
 (Rakennuksen energiankulutuksen ja lämmitystehontarpeen laskenta, page 18) 
Thermal transmittance (U), indicates the heat flow density which permeates a 
building component in steady-state when the temperature difference between 
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the environment on different sides of the building component is the unit of tem-
perature. (C4 National building code of Finland, Page 4) 
Thermal transmittances for building components are calculated using thermal 
conductivity design values determined for building materials provided with a CE 
mark in accordance with the EU standards; tabulated design values for thermal 
conductivity stated in the EU standards; values of normative thermal conductivi-
ty (λn) or any other thermal conductivity design values suitable for the building 
component and determined in an acceptable way. If the same material is pro-
vided with several λn-values, the value suitable for the target on the basis of 
footnotes is selected. (C4 National building code of Finland, pages 5-6) 
Thermal transmittances are calculated using formula 3. 
U = 1 / RT                                                                                                (3) 
where RT - total thermal resistance of a building component from one environ-
ment to another. 
When the material layers in a building component are of uniform thickness and 
the heat is transmitted at right angles to the material layers, the total thermal 
resistance RT of a building component is calculated using formula 4. 
RT = Rsi + R1 + R2+...+Rm + Rg + Rb + Rq1 + Rq2+ ... +Rqn + Rse   (4) 
where R1 = d1 / λ1 , R2 = d2 / λ2 ... Rm = dm / λm 
d1, d2, ... dm - thickness of material layer 1, 2, ... m, m 
λ1, λ2, ... λm - design thermal conductivity of material layer 1, 2, ... m, e.g. nor-
mative thermal conductivity 
Rg - thermal resistance of an air cavity in the building component 
Rb - thermal resistance of the ground 
Rq1, Rq2, ... Rqn - thermal resistance of thin material layer 1, 2, ... n 
Rsi + Rse - sum of the internal and external surface resistances 
If the thickness of a homogeneous material layer varies in the direction of the 
level of the structure, the mean value may be used as the thickness provided so 
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that the local minimum thickness is not below the mean value by more than 20 
%. 
When building components are inhomogeneous so that they have material lay-
ers in the direction of the surfaces with parallel sectors of different thermal re-
sistance, the thermal resistance Rj of the inhomogeneous material layer j is cal-
culated using formula 5. 
1 / Rj = fa / Raj + fb / Rbj + ... + fn / Rnj                                                  (5) 
fa, fb, ... fn a proportional part of the total area of a material layer of the homo-
geneous sub-area 
a, b, ... n in the inhomogeneous material layer j 
Raj, Rbj, ... Rnj thermal resistance of the homogeneous sub-area a, b, ... n in 
the inhomogeneous 
material layer j where Raj = dj / λaj , Rjb = dj / λbj , ... Rjn = dj / λnj 
λaj, λbj, ... λnj design thermal conductivity of the material layer aj, bj, ... nj, e.g. 
normative thermal conductivity 
The total thermal resistance RT of building components containing inhomoge-
neous layers is calculated using formula 6 and the thermal transmittance U us-
ing formula 3. 
RT = Rsi + R1 + R2+...+Rn + ΣR + Rse                                                 (6) 
R1, R2, ... Rn thermal resistance of the inhomogeneous material layer 1, 2, ... n 
calculated using the formula 5. 
ΣR the sum of thermal resistances of homogeneous material layers, air cavity, 
thin material layers and the ground 
Rsi + Rse the sum of the internal and external surface resistances. 
(C4 National building code of Finland, Pages 6-7) 
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3 BIM DEFENITION 
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a digital representation of physical and 
functional characteristics of a facility. A BIM is a shared knowledge resource for 
information about a facility forming a reliable basis for decisions during its life-
cycle; defined as existing from earliest conception to demolition. (National BIM 
Standard - United States, 2012) 
BIM is a process of creating and managing building data during its develop-
ment. BIM is a three-dimensional, real-time, dynamic building modeling com-
puter program in which you can increase productivity throughout the building 
design and construction. This process produces the BIM, which then inter-
connects the building geometry, spatial relationships, geographic information, 
quantities and properties with all the related building components (BIM defini-
tion, 2012). 
BIM involves representing a design as combinations of 'objects' – vague and 
undefined, generic or product-specific, solid shapes or void-space oriented (like 
the shape of a room), that carry their geometry, relations and attributes. BIM 
design tools allow extraction of different views from a building model for drawing 
production and other uses. These different views are automatically consistent, 
being based on a single definition of each object instance. BIM software also 
defines objects parametrically; that is, the objects are defined as parameters 
and relations to other objects, so that if a related object is amended, dependent 
ones will automatically also change. Each model element can carry attributes 
for selecting and ordering them automatically, providing cost estimates and well 
as material tracking and ordering (BIM definition, 2012). 
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4 HEATING AND COOLING LOADS-TOOL IN REVIT MEP 
Revit Mep contains a Heating and Cooling loads tool which allows to perform an 
energy analysis of your project directly within Revit. This tool may or may not 
give the detailed energy analysis as everything is based on your particular 
workflow. 
From the department of Civil Engineering a working drawings of the house built 
in Oulu were received. It is a one-floor construction of 145m2. The walls of the 
building are made of a new load-bearing insulation material - “Lammi”.  
The analyze was made in AutoDesk Revit MEP 2012 Student version. This ver-
sion is freely available on the AutoDesk web page. The heating and cooling tool 
button is situated in “Analyze” tab of the main menu of the program. To start 
using Revit MEP heating and cooling tool there was created a rough model of 
the building. The model contains only the objects which can influence the fur-
ther energy calculations. In this example it is assumed that the building has the 
same temperature regime in all of its rooms. That is why the inside walls were 
excluded from the model to calculate the model as one space (fig.1).  
 
 
FIGURE 1. Heating and Cooling Loads-tools main menu  
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The General tab consists of: 
Building type – allow to specify the type of the building. It is a “single family” in 
the example.  
Location – here the building geographical coordinates, weather conditions and 
information about the site are set. The location is chosen via “Google maps”. 
Weather - the program will offer the information from the nearest weather sta-
tion. It is also possible to set the information about weather by hand. In the site 
tab the angle to the true North is chosen (fig.2). 
 
. FIGURE 2. Location tab  
Building service – here you can enter the HVAC information of the building. It is 
a radiator central heating in our case. 
Building Construction – this is the tab where the materials of the building are 
specified. Here you can set the “U - value” for roofs, exterior walls, Interior walls 
(in case of temperature differences between inside areas), ceilings, floors, 
slabs, doors and exterior windows and skylights. For every surface there is a 
significant list of materials. The programs interface does not have an option of 
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adding new materials. Generally that means that the user is searching for the 
close enough “U-value” from the existing data base, but there is also a possibil-
ity to change the database by recoding it.  . 
 In the example model below the walls are built from the new material called 
“Lammi” It is a complex of effective insulation and the load-bearing concrete 
(fig.3). 
 
 
FIGURE 3. “Lammi” wall fragment 
The “U – value” for this wall is set by the manufacturer (0,17 W/m2K). That 
means that we do not need to separate the wall to several layers. The Revit 
Mep database does not have this material, nor a material with the same “U-
value”. Even though the data base is wide, it is not possible to find a close 
enough “U – value” for every surface (fig.4). That is why the new materials are 
added manually. In the folder “C:\Program Files\Autodesk\Revit MEP 
2012\Program” the “Constructions.xml”-file should be found and opened by  
random “Notepad” (TXT) program. Here we can add all the necessary materi-
als. In the example the “Lammi”–wall was added.  (fig.4). 
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FIGURE 4. Construction.xml file opened with TXT. 
When the material is added, the Revit Mep should be reloaded. In the Construc-
tion tab the new material will appear. It will have the set “U-value”. (fig.5). 
 
FIGURE 5. Building Construction tab with the “Lammi”-wall. 
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Building infiltration class – this tab is used to set the amount of outdoor air 
which will enter the building through the leaks in the surfaces. There are 4 op-
tions to choose from loose, medium, tight and none.  
Report type – here you can choose how much information will be presented in 
the final report. There are three types: simple, standard and detailed. In the ex-
ample we take a Standard report type as the building is not very complicated 
and consists only of one zone and one level. 
Ground plane – here the ground level of the project is chosen. Every construc-
tion that lies under will be defined as underground.  
Project phase – in this tab a stage of the construction is set. In our case we 
choose “New construction”.  
Silver space tolerance - The next parameter to define is Sliver Space Toler-
ance. Sliver spaces in Revit are considered to be narrow areas that are bound-
ed by parallel interior room-bounding components — parallel interior walls. 
These spaces include, but are not limited to, pipe chases, HVAC shafts, fur-
rowed columns, and wall cavities. A sliver space is included in the heating and 
cooling load analysis only if identical parallel room-bounding elements enclose 
the space, the width of the sliver space is equal to or less than the Sliver Space 
Tolerance parameter, and if a space component has been placed in the tangent 
spaces on either side of the sliver space. If any one of these three requirements 
is not satisfied, Revit does not recognize any effects of the sliver space. If there 
are different geometries to the same sliver space, only the areas of the space 
that meets the previous criteria is counted in the load analysis. The sliver space 
volumes are added to the volume of the larger tangent analytical spaces. (Mas-
tering Autodesk Revit MEP, 2011) 
Use load credits – here you can mark if you would like to count with the heat 
from the boilers that will influence the adjoining wall.  
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When the general information tab is filled there is an option to have a look on 
every space and zone separately in the Details tab. Though the example build-
ing has only one space, it is important to know about the features of this tab. 
First of all, it could be very useful to make a quick overview of all of the spaces 
and analytical surfaces included in the calculation. Opening the Heating and 
Cooling Loads window and selecting Analytical Surfaces, allows you to view 
and isolate the physical elements that bound the spaces to be analyzed. You 
are able to isolate every individual bounding element that has been defined for 
the space — roofs, exterior and interior walls, ceilings, floors, and any air gaps 
or sliver spaces — and view them for any modeling errors, before the simulation 
is performed. To do so, it is necessary to choose one of the modes in the top of 
the tab (Mastering Autodesk Revit MEP, 2011) (fig.6). 
 
 
FIGURE 6. Analytical surfaces of the Details tab 
 
In the right side of the screen there are the Highlight, Isolate and Warning but-
tons (fig.7).   
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FIGURE 7. Every space can be highlighted or isolated 
 
With the help of these buttons it is easier to modify the properties of the spaces 
separately or as a group. When choosing Zone or Space, the additional infor-
mation is appearing. Zone’s options are: 
Service type – this allows the selected in the zone spaces to have different type 
of HVAC system from the general HVAC system of the building. If the example 
project had several heating systems, we would have to separate the building in 
to the zones according to this information (fig.8). 
 
War-
Isola-
Highlight 
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FIGURE 8. Service type for the chosen zone 
 
Heating Information – you can click on the button on the right side of the infor-
mation row to change it. Here it is possible to type a different Heating Set Point 
and the Heating Air Temperature. This menu also allows you to set some Hu-
midification Control as a Set Point of Humidification (fig.9). 
 
 
FIGURE 9. Heating information 
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Cooling information – is the same option as Heating information. 
Outdoor air information – by clicking this button you can modify the Outdoor Air 
per Person-value, the Outdoor Air per Area-value and the Air Changes per 
hour-value.  
All of the changes made in Zone will apply for all of the spaces which are in-
cluded in this zone. 
When you click on the one particular Space there will appear options that you 
can change for this Space. There are 4 options: 
Space type – this tab is used when you would like to set some different options 
from the general ones. The tab presents a great list of space types. Each type 
has following parameters: Area per Person, Sensible Heat Gain per person, 
Latent Heat Gain per person, Lighting Load Density, Power Load Density, Ple-
num Lighting Contribution, Occupancy Schedule, Lighting Schedule and Power 
Schedule.  Unfortunately you cannot add new Space types or change names 
but you can change all the parameters of the existing ones (fig.10).  
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FIGURE 10. Space type settings 
The Schedule rows contain one more tab each. There you can set a precise 
timetable and the probability factor (fig.11).   
 
FIGURE 11. Retail light schedule settings  
Construction type – allows you to change the construction parameters of the 
selected Space. The tab looks exactly the same as Building Construction tab 
from the General tab. It is used when the Space has a surface which is different 
from the whole building.  
People – is a tab where you can set the Occupancy and Heat Gained per Per-
son. In the Occupancy you can set the Number of People and the Area per per-
son. In the Heat Gained there are Sensible and Latent heat to choose from 
(fig.12).    
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FIGURE 12. People tab  
 
Electrical loads – here you can set the Light Values which includes Loads or 
Load Density and the same parameters for the Power Values. The default set-
tings come from Building Space type settings (fig.13). 
 
   
FIGURE 13. Electricity Loads tab 
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These are all of the settings of Heating and Cooling loads tab. In case of com-
plicated projects, it is recommended to pay attention to all of the warnings and 
to check the surfaces. When everything is set, correct the Calculate button 
should be pressed to start the Heating and Cooling analysis. 
The engine sums up the calculated cooling loads to determine a total cooling 
load per each design hour, and it selects the highest load, or peak, for the de-
sign of the air-conditioning system. Note that Revit MEP 2011 uses, for the 
standard calculation, the hours of 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. for the design day, not the full 
24 hours, and only the months of April through November (October through May 
for southern hemisphere locations), not the full calendar year. The design day is 
derived from weather data for the location that you set during project establish-
ment.  
Heating loads are calculated much the same way. The major differences are the 
obvious lower outdoor air temperatures in the heating design day solar heat 
gains and internal heat gains are ignored, and the thermal storage effect of the 
building construction is not included. Negative heat gains, or heat losses, are 
considered to be instantaneous; therefore, heat transfer is dealt with as conduc-
tive. Latent heat gains are treated as replacing any space humidity that has 
been lost to the outdoor environment. 
The worst-case load, as determined by the Revit MEP engine, is based on the 
design interior and exterior conditions and loads due to infiltration or ventilation. 
Solar effects are ignored — assuming night or cloudy winter day operation — 
and Revit does not recognize any internal heat gain from people, lights, or mis-
cellaneous equipment to offset the heating load needed (Mastering Autodesk 
Revit MEP, 2011).  
The results of the Calculations are presented below: 
The Calculation results are consisting of the several tables. In the Project 
Summary table there is a description about Location and Weather (table 1).    
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TABLE 1. Location and weather table 
 
Next a Building Summary table comes. It includes Inputs, sum of Calculated 
Results and Checksums. Unfortunately in the example there were no particular 
Cooling Loads set, so the default results were used. We will take a closer look 
at Heating Loads later (table 2).    
TABLE 2. Building Summary table 
 
The Zone Summary which follows, is describing information about every zone of 
the building. It includes Inputs, Psychometrics, Calculated Results and Check-
sums.  It is partly dubbing Building Summary as there is only one zone in the 
example (table 3). 
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TABLE 3. Zone Summary table 
 
Zone Summary also consists of one more table in which we can see a detailed 
breakdown of all the calculated Surfaces of the zone (table 4). Here we can find 
what the results are for every Construction that we set in the Heating and Cool-
ing Loads tab and check the efficiency of the materials.   
TABLE 4. Calculated Surfaces of the Zone 
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The last table is the Space Summary which presents information about 
measures of all surfaces involved in the calculation. In the example case, it is 
equal to the building measurements as it is one space set (table 5). 
TABLE 5. Space Summery 
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Results 
The results of the calculation are given in several tables. The user can get in-
formation about Peak Cooling and Heating loads, Airflows, Densities of the 
loads and measurements. All of this information is also presented for every 
Zone and Space of the building. Peak loads are also presented for every type of 
surface separately.  
Most of the modern energy calculating programs present different kind of results 
which are usually consumption of Energy in a set period of time based on a set 
algorithm. That is why a manual comparison based on formulas (1) and (2) from 
the Theoretical part is used to check the results.   
Qtot = ∑Htot (Tin - Tout) ∆t /1000                                                                         (1) 
Htot=∑(Uoutside wall Aoutside wall) + ∑(Uroof Aroof) + ∑(Uground floor Aground floor) + ∑(Uwindow 
Awindow) + ∑(Udoor Adoor)                                                                                     (2)     
In our case it is wrong to take into account all the surfaces as for example the 
loss of the energy through the ground surface is not included in Revit MEP. 
Therefore the heat loss through the wall-surfaces is taken separately.   
Htot=∑(Uoutside wall Aoutside wall)= 0.17 x (286 – 17 – 33) = 40,12 W/K 
In formula (1) the period of time is not taken into account as the Peak Load 
should be checked and the “1000 – factor” is not used as the answer supposed 
to be in Watts.  
Qtot = ∑Htot (Tin - Tout) = 40,12 x (21 + 29) = 2006 W 
The Heating and Cooling Loads calculation result is 2014 Watt (less than 1% 
difference)  
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5 DISCUSSION 
In my point of view the Heating and Cooling Loads is a valuable BIM analyzing 
tool. The features of Revit program give opportunity to get a very detailed report 
about the used energy, constructions and materials. At the same time some 
additional programs should be used to get the understanding about the energy 
consumption.  
In case of heating analysis the tool use the simplest algorithm of calculation. 
The results are given only for the Peak Load moment. The tool is containing a 
lot of additional information which has not been included in the calculation or the 
final report.   
On the other hand, the tool gives a lot of useful data. Information about all sur-
faces is important for further energy calculations and can point out problems 
with the chosen materials.  Zones and Spaces detailed report helps with a right 
choice of heating or cooling systems.  
I think there are two main problems concerning this tool. Firstly, it is a material 
data base which does not allow to add own materials. The literature which de-
scribes Revit Mep offers to choose different materials with the close “U-value”. 
This could make the calculation too far away from the reality. That is why a user 
has to change the database manually which is not user-friendly and can cause 
errors in the work of the program. The second biggest problem is the excluded 
ground floor-surface calculation. It is a compulsory part of every heat-loss calcu-
lation.  
 In conclusion I would like to say that Revit program is becoming more and 
more popular all over the world as comfortable and trustful BIM software. The 
Heating and Cooling Loads tool can be a great analyzing feature and it should 
be developed fast to recognize all the customer needs.     
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